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We investigate the existence of at most one, two, or three limit cycles bifurcated
from a periodic annulus of a Hamiltonian system under a class of perturbations and
obtain some sufficient conditions which ensure that the corresponding Melnikov
function has at most one, two, or three zeros in an open interval. We also give
applications to some systems which appear in codimension two bifurcations and to
some Lienard systems.  2001 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
As we know, the number of limit cycles of a perturbed Hamiltonian
system on the plane is closely related to the number of zeros of the first
order Melnikov function of the system. The estimation of the number of
zeros of the function was called the weakened 16th Hilbert problem in
Arnold [1] for polynomial systems. In some cases of codimension two
bifurcations the uniqueness of zeros of a Melnikov function is reduced to
the monotonicity of a ratio of two Abelian integrals. There are serveral
methods to study the monotonicity of the ratio; see [28, 1417, 19, 20],
etc., for details. For the study of the maximal number of zeros of Melnikov
functions with multiple parameters, many results have been also obtained
for certain polynomial systems; see [6, 913, 18], for example.
In this paper we study a class of nonlinear perturbed systems and give
some sufficient conditions which ensure the existence of at most one, two,
or three zeros of the corresponding Melnikov functions. General results are
stated and proved in Section 2. Applications to some systems of Lienard
type or those appearing in codimension two bifurcations are presented in
Section 3.
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2. GENERAL RESULTS AND PROOF
Consider a C r (r1) system of the form
x* = p( y)&=F(x, a)+=2P0(x, y, =, a),
(2.1)
y* =&g(x)+=2Q0(x, y, =, a),
where = # R, a # D/Rn with D compact, n1, F, g, p, P0 , and Q0 are all
C r functions in their variables. For (2.1) we will always suppose
F(0, a)= p(0)=0, p$( y)>0 for y{0,
(2.2)
xg(x)>0 for x # (x20 , x10), x{0,
where &x20<0<x10+. Let
G(x)=|
x
0
g du, P( y)=|
y
0
p du, Z*=min[G(xi0), i=1, 2],
U=[(x, y) | x20<x<x10 , | y|<, (x, y){(0, 0)].
Obviously, for ==0, (2.1) has a family of periodic orbits given by
Lh : G(x)+P( y)=h, 0<h<Z* (2.3)
in the region U. The first order Melnikov function of (2.1) is
M(h, a)=
Lh
F dy.
By (2.2), the function Z=G(x) has two inverse functions x2(Z )<0<
x1(Z ). Let Fi (Z, a)=F(xi (Z), a), i=1, 2, and
K(Z, a)=F1(Z, a)&F2(Z, a), 0Z<Z*. (2.4)
Denote by Lh* the directed curve defined by the equation Z+P( y)=h for
0Zh with dy<0 along it. Then by (2.3) and (2.4) we can write
M(h, a)=|
Lh*
K(Z, a) dy, 0<h<Z*. (2.5)
We first prove
Theorem 2.1. Let (2.2) hold. Suppose for each a # D either (i) K(Z, a){0
for 0<Z<Z* or (ii) K$Z(Z, a) has at most one zero for 0<Z<Z*. Then (a)
for each a # D, M(h, a) has at most one zero (multiplicities taken into account)
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in h # (0, Z*), and (b) for any compact set V in the region U there exists =0=
=0(V, D)>0 such that (2.1) has at most one limit cycle in V for all 0<|=|<=0 ,
a # D.
Proof. Let M(h)=M(h, a) and K(Z )=K(Z, a) for simpicity. If condi-
tion (i) holds, then by (2.5) M(h){0 for 0<h<Z*. Hence, we can assume
there exists Z1 # (0, Z*) such that K(Z1)=0 and also condition (ii) holds,
which implies that K$(Z) has a unique zero Z0 # (0, Z1). For definiteness,
we may assume
(Z&Z0) K$(Z )>0, for Z # (0, Z*), Z{Z0 . (2.6)
It follows that
K(Z )<0(=0) for 0<Z<Z1(Z=Z1). (2.7)
For conclusion (a) it suffices to prove that M$(h0)<0 if M(h0)=0. Let
yi (h) and y i , i=1, 2 satisfy
P( yi (h))=h, Z1+P( y i)=h0 , y2(h)<0< y1(h), y 2<0< y 1 .
By (2.5) we have
M(h)=|
y2 (h)
y1 (h)
K(h&P( y)) dy.
Using this formula and K(0)=0 we obtain
M$(h)=|
y2 (h)
y1 (h)
K$(h&P( y)) dy=|
L h*
K$(Z ) dy, (2.8)
and
M$(h0)=\|A1 B1+|B2A2+
dK(Z )
&p( y)
+|
B1B2
K$(Z ) dy, (2.9)
where Ai=(0, yi (h0)), Bi=(Z1 , y i), i=1, 2, see Fig. 2.1.
By (2.6), K$(Z )>0, dy<0 along B1B2@ . Thus
|
B1B2
K$(Z ) dy0. (2.10)
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By (2.6) and (2.7), the function v=K(Z ) has two inverses Z=zi (v) on
[0, Z1] with z2(v)Z0z1(v) for 0vv0#K(Z0) and z2(0)=0,
z1(0)=Z1 . Let Y(Z ) satisfy
Z+P(Y(Z ))=h0 , Y(Z)>0, 0ZZ1 ,
and let Yi (v)=Y(zi (v)), i=1, 2. Then by (2.2)
Y$(Z )=&
1
p(Y(Z ))
<0, p(Y2(v))>p(Y1(v)).
Hence,
|
A1B1
dK(Z )
&p( y)
=|
0
v0 _
1
p(Y2(Z ))
&
1
p(Y1(Z ))& dv<0. (2.11)
In the same way, we have
|
B2A2
dK(Z )
&p( y)
<0. (2.12)
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Now formulas (2.9)(2.12) together yield M$(h0)<0, and the conclusion
(a) follows.
For conclusion (b) let us suppose it is not true. Then there exist sequences
=k  0 and ak # D such that for (=, a)=(=k , ak) (2.1) has two limit cycles L (1)k
and L(2)k with L
( j )
k  Lhj as k   and 0<h1h2<Z*. Since D is compact
we may suppose ak  a0 # D. By the above proof we know that
M(hj , a0)=0, M$h(h j , a0)<0, j=1, 2,
which implies that h1<h2 and that M(h0 , a0)=0, M$h(h0 , a0)0 for some
h0 # (h1 , h2). This contradicts the above proof. The proof is completed.
Remark 2.1. If, instead of (2.6), (Z&Z0) K$Z (Z, a)<0 for Z # (0, Z*),
Z{Z0 then M$h(h0 , a)>0 if M(h0 , a)=0.
By (2.4), the condition (i) of Theorem 2.1 holds if and only if the equa-
tions F(x)=F( y), G(x)=G( y) has no solutions in the region x20< y<0<
x<x10 .
Note that
K$Z(Z, a)=
f (x1(Z ), a)
g(x1(Z ))
&
f (x2(Z ), a)
g(x2(Z ))
. (2.13)
The condition (ii) of the theorem holds if and only if the equations
f (x, a)
g(x)
=
f ( y, a)
g( y)
, G(x)=G( y) (2.14)
has at most one solution in the region x20< y<0<x<x10 , where f (x, a)
=F$x(x, a). Obviously, if K"Z(Z, a){0 for 0<Z<Z* then K$Z has at most
one zero on (0, Z*). In particular, if ( fg)$x>0 (or <0) for x # (x20 , x10) and
x{0, then the condition (ii) holds since
K"Z(Z, a)=\ f (x1(Z ), a)g(x1(Z )) +
$
x
1
g(x1(Z ))
&\ f (x2(Z), a)g(x2(Z )) +
$
x
1
g(x2(Z ))
.
(2.15)
We also notice that under condition (ii) of Theorem 2.1 (2.1) may have
two limit cycles on the open set U. For example, the system
x* = y&=[&x+x3&=x5], y* =&x
has two limit cycles L1(=) (stable) and L2(=) (unstable) for 0<=<<1 with
lim
=  0
L1(=)=[x2+ y2= 43], lim
=  0
L2(=)=
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since M(h)=?h[1& 34 h] and all the negative semiorbits are bounded for
=>0 [16]. Another system of the form
x* = y&=[&=x+x3&x5], y* =&x
has two limit cycles L1(=) (stable) and L2(=) (unstable) for 0<=<<1 with
lim
=  0
L1(=)=0, lim
=  0
L2(=)=[x2+ y2= 65],
since M(h)=?h[&34 h+
5
8 h
2] and the origin is unstable for 0<=<<1 in
this case.
Corollary 2.1. Let (2.2) hold. Suppose there is a subset D0 # D such
that for each a # D0 the following are satisfied:
(i) K(Z, a) has a zero Z1 # (0, Z*) with K(Z, a)0 for 0<Z<Z1
and K$Z(Z, a)0 for Z1<Z<Z*;
(ii) K$Z(Z, a) has at most finitely many zeros in (0, Z1].
Then M$h(h0 , a)<0 if M(h0 , a)=0 for each a # D0 .
Proof. By (i) and (ii) the function K$(Z ) has, on the interval (0, Z1],
either a unique zero, two different zeros with one having even multiplicity
and the other odd, or more than two zeros. For the first two cases the con-
clusion follows directly from the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the last case let
us suppose that K$ has three simple zeros Z0i , i=1, 2, 3, with 0<Z01<Z02
<Z03<Z1 ; see Fig. 2.2.
Let M(h0)=0. Let the points Ai and Bi be as before, and Aij , i=1, 2,
j=1, 2, 3, as shown in Fig. 2.2. Then as before (2.9) and (2.10) keep hold.
Also, by making the integral change v=K(Z ), similar to (2.11) we have
|
A11A12
&dK
p( y)
<0, |
A12 A13
&dK
p( y)
<0, \|A1A11+|A13B1+
&dK
p( y)
<0.
It follows that
|
A1B1
&dK
p( y)
=|
A11A12
&dK
p( y)
+|
A12A13
&dK
p( y)
+\|A1 A11+|A13B1+
&dK
p( y)
<0.
In the same way, we have
|
B2A2
&dK
p( y)
<0.
Hence, the conclusion follows and the proof is completed.
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Theorem 2.2. Let (2.1) be a C2 system and (2.2) hold. Let
\ p( y)p3( y)+
$
0 for y{0. (2.16)
Suppose there exists D0 /D such that that for each a # D0 the following are
satisfied:
(i) K(Z, a)>0 for 0<Z<<1 and K$Z(Z, a) has exactly two zeros
0<Z01<Z02<Z*;
(ii) K"Z(Z, a)0 for Z02Z<Z*.
Then for each a # D0 , M$h(h0 , a)>0 if M(h0 , a)=0 and 0<h0Z02 , and
M"h(h, a)<0 for h # [Z02 , Z*).
Proof. Suppose M(h) has a zero on the interval (0, Z*). Then by (2.5)
K(Z) must have a zero Z1 # (0, Z*). We may suppose K(Z){0 for Z # (0, Z1).
Then by (i) we know that Z01 < Z1 < Z02 , K(Z ) > 0 for 0 < Z < Z1 ,
(Z&Z01) K$(Z )<0 for Z1Z<Z02 , and K$(Z )>0 for Z02<Z<Z*, see
Fig. 2.3 for the graph of K(Z).
Hence by Remark 2.1 we have M$(h0)>0 if M(h0)=0 and 0<h0Z02 .
Next, we prove M"(h)<0 for h # [Z02 , Z*). Let y2(u)<0< y1(u) be the
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inverse functions of u=P( y) for u>0. Denote Ai=(0, yi (h)), Bi=
(Z1 , yi (h&Z1)), Ci=(Z02 , yi (h&Z02)), i=1, 2. Then similar to (2.9), by
(2.8) we have
M$(h)=\|A1C1+|C2A2+
&dK
p( y)
+|
C1C2
K$ dy#J1(h)+J2(h). (2.17)
It is obvious that
J1(h)=|
Z02
0 _
1
p( y2(h&Z ))
&
1
p( y1(h&Z))& K$ dZ.
Hence, noting that y$i (u)=1p( yi (u)), we have
J$1(h)=|
Z02
0
[w( y1(h&Z ))&w( y2(h&Z))] K$ dZ, (2.18)
where w( y)= p$( y)p3( y). Since w( y1(h&Z ))>0>w( y2(h&Z )) and
K$(Z )<0 for Z1Z<Z02 , it follows that
J$1(h)< :
2
i=1
(&1) i&1 |
Z1
0
w( yi (h&Z )) K$ dZ# :
2
i=1
J1i (h).
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As before, let Z=zi (v) denote the inverse functions of v=K(Z ) with
z2(v)Z01z1(v) for 0vv0#K(Z01). Then
w( y1(h&z2(v)))w( y1(h&z1(v))),
w( y2(h&z2(v)))w( y2(h&z1(v)))
since y$1(u)>0> y$2(u) and w( y) is decreasing. Hence,
J1i (h)=(&1) i&1 |
v0
0
[w( yi (h&z2(v)))&w( yi (h&z1(v)))] dv0,
for i=1, 2, which yields that
J$1(h)<0 for h # [Z02 , Z*). (2.19)
For J2(h) in (2.17), we have
J2(h)=|
y2 (h&Z02)
y1(h&Z02)
K$(h&P( y)) dy.
Note that K$(h&P( y))|y= yi (h&Z02 )=K$(Z02)=0. Therefore,
J$2(h)=|
y2 (h&Z02)
y1 (h&Z02)
K"(h&P( y)) dy
=|
C1C2
K"(Z ) dy0 (2.20)
for h # [Z02 , Z*). Hence, by (2.17), (2.19), and (2.20) we obtain that
M"(h)<0 for h # [Z02 , Z*). The proof is completed.
By (2.4) and (2.13) we know that the condition (i) of Theorem 2.2 holds
if and only if F(x, a)>F( y, a) for G(x)=G( y), y<0<x<<1, and on the
region 0<x20< y<0<x<x10 the equations in (2.14) have exactly two
solutions (xi* , y i*) with 0<x1*<x2*, y2*< y1*<0. Also, from the above
proof, the condition (i) implies that K$Z(Z, a)>0 for Z02<Z<Z*. More-
over, by (2.15), the condition (ii) of the above theorem is equivalent to
\ f (x, a)g(x) +
$ 1
g(x)
&\ f ( y, a)g( y) +
$ 1
g( y)
0 (2.21)
for G(x)=G( y), x2*<x<x10 and x20< y< y2*. In particular, if ( f (x, a)g(x))$
0 for x # (x20 , y2*) _ (x2*, x10), then the condition holds.
The following corollary is parallel to Theorem 2.2.
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Corollary 2.2. Let (2.1) be a C2 system and (2.2) and (2.16) hold.
Suppose there exists D0 /D such that that for each a # D0 the following are
satisfied:
(i) K(Z, a)<0 for 0<Z<<1 and K$Z(Z, a) has exactly two zeros
0<Z01<Z02<Z1 ;
(ii) K"Z(Z, a)0 for Z02Z<Z*.
Then for each a # D0 , M$h(h0 , a)<0 if M(h0 , a)=0 and 0<h0Z02 , and
M"h(h, a)>0 for h # [Z02 , Z*).
Remark 2.2. By making an integral change of the form
Z=Z02+(h&Z02) cos2 %,
(sign y) - P( y)=- h&Z02 sin %,
|%|
?
2
,
to J2(h), condition (ii) of Theorem 2.2 (resp., Corollary 2.2) can be weakened
to
;K$Z(Z, a)+2(Z&Z02) K"Z(Z, a)0 (resp., 0) for Z02Z<Z*,
if ;=infy(2P( y)p( y))$>0.
Theorem 2.3. Let (2.1) be a C2 system and (2.2) and (2.16) hold.
Suppose for each a # D one of the following is satisfied:
(i) K(Z, a)>0 for 0<Z<Z*;
(ii) conditions (i)(ii) of Theorem 2.2 hold;
(iii) K(Z, a)<0 for 0<Z<<1 and K$Z has exactly one zero on the
interval (0, Z*).
Then (1) for each a # D, M(h, a) has at most 2 zeros (multiplicities taken
into account) in (0, Z*), and (2) for any compact set V in the region U there
exists =0==0(D, V)>0 such that (2.1) has at most two limit cycles in V for
all 0<|=|<=0 and a # D.
Proof. The first conclusion is immediate from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.
For the second we suppose it is not true. Then there exist sequences =k  0,
ak # D with ak  a0 # D such that for (=, a)=(=k , ak) (2.1) has three limit
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cycles L ( j )k with limk   L
( j )
k =Lhj /V, j=1, 2, 3 and 0<h1h2h3<Z*.
Consider the function M(h, a0). We have necessarily M(h j , a0)=0, j=1,
2, 3. The mean value theorem implies that there are h12 # [h1 , h2], h23 #
[h2 , h3] and h0 # [h12 , h23] such that
M$h(h12 , a0)=M$h(h23 , a0)=0, M"h(h0 , a0)=0.
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.2, we have h0h12>Z02 , and hence
M"h(h0 , a0)<0, a contradiction. The proof is completed.
Theorem 2.4. Let (2.1) be a C3 system and (2.2) and (2.16) hold. Let
yW( y)=
y
p5( y)
[ p( y) p"( y)&3( p$( y))2]<0, Wj( y)0 for y{0.
Suppose there exists D0 /D such that for each a # D0 the following are
satisfied:
(i) K(Z, a)<0 for 0<Z<<1, and K$Z has exactly three zero Z01<
Z02<Z03 in (0, Z*), and K(Z02 , a)>0;
(ii) there exists Z11 # (Z02 , Z03) such that K"Z0 (0) for Z02Z
Z11 (Z11Z<Z*);
(iii) KZ$$$(Z, a)0 for Z11Z<Z*.Then for each a # D0
(1) M$h(h0 , a)<0 if M(h0 , a)=0 and 0<h0Z02 ;
(2) Mh"(h, a)>0 for h # [Z02 , Z11];
(3) Mh$$$(h, a)<0 for h # (Z11 , Z*).
Proof. By our assumptions the conditions of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are
satisfied on the intervals (0, Z02] and (0, Z11], respectively. Hence, the first
two conclusions are evident by the proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and
Corollary 2.2. Let us now show the last conclusion. By (i) and (ii), K(Z )
has a unique zero Z1 in (Z01 , Z02). Suppose h>Z11 and let Ai , Bi , Ci , i=1, 2
be as before and D1 and D2 the intersection points of the line Z=Z11 and the
curve Lh*, see Fig. 2.4. Then (2.17) holds, and by (2.18) and conditions (i), (ii),
and (iv) we have
J"1(h)=|
Z02
0
[W( y1(h&Z ))&W( y2(h&Z))] K$ dZ
<|
Z1
0
[W( y1(h&Z ))&W( y2(h&Z))] K$ dZ. (2.22)
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Hence, similar to (2.19) we have J"1(h)<0. By (2.17) and using K$(Z02)=0,
similar to (2.21) we have
J"2(h)=|
C1C2
K" dy
=\|C1D1+|D2C2+
&K"
p( y)
dZ+|
D1D2
K" dy
=J21(h)+J22(h). (2.23)
Also, similar to (2.18) it holds
J$21(h)=|
Z11
Z02
[w( y1(h&Z ))&w( y2(h&Z ))] K" dZ.
Since K"0 on [Z02 , Z11] we have J$21(h)0. Note that K"(Z11)=0.
Similar to (2.20), by condition (iii) we can prove J$22(h)0. Therefore, by
(2.17) and (2.22) we obtain
Mh$$$(h, a)=J"1(h)+J"2(h)=J"1(h)+J$21(h)+J$22(h)<0.
The proof is completed.
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Now we can prove the following
Theorem 2.5. Let (2.1) be a C3 system and (2.2), (2.16), and (2.21) hold.
Suppose for each a # D one of the following is satisfied:
(i) K(Z, a)>0 for 0<Z<Z*;
(ii) conditions (i)(ii) of Theorem 2.2 hold;
(iii) K(Z, a)<0 for 0<Z<<1, K$Z has at least one and at most three
zeros in (0, Z*) (multiplicities taken into account), and if three zeros Z01<
Z02<Z03 exist then either K(Z02 , a)0 or K(Z02 , a)>0 and conditions
(ii)(iii) of Theorem 2.4 hold.
Then (1) for each a # D, M(h, a) has at most 3 zeros (multiplicities taken
into account) in (0, Z*), and (2) for any compact set V in the region U there
exists =0==0(D, V)>0 such that (2.1) has at most 3 limit cycles in V for all
0<|=|<=0 and a # D.
Proof. We first prove the second conclusion. As before, by contradic-
tion we suppose there exist sequences =k  0 and ak  a0 # D such that
(2.1) has 4 limit cycles L ( j )k with limk   L
( j )
k =Lhj /V, j=1, 2, 3, 4 and
0<h1h2h3h4<Z*. Then these hj are zeros of the function M(h, a0).
Without loss of generality, we may suppose there are no other zeros of the
function between h1 and h4 . It is clear by Theorem 2.3 and its proof that
in this case the above condition (iii) must hold for a=a0 . From M(h1 , a0)
=0 it follows that K(Z, a0) has a positive zero Z1* and hence K$Z(Z, a0)
has a zero Z01 # (0, Z1*). We may also assume K$Z(Z, a0)<0 for 0<Z<Z01 .
Let us first suppose K$Z(Z, a0)0 on [Z1* , Z*). If K(Z, a0)0 for
0ZZ1* , then Corollary 2.1 implies that
M$h(hj , a0)<0, j=1, 2, h1<h2 ,
which yields that M(h, a0) has a zero in (h1 , h2). This is a contradiction. If
K(Z, a0)>0 for a Z # (0, Z1*), then K$Z(Z, a0) has exactly 3 zeros
Z01<Z02<Z03 and K(Z02 , a0)>0. In this case, all conditions of Theorem
2.4 are satisfied for a=a0 . Hence, h2>Z02 by Theorem 2.4(1). By the mean
value theorem, there exist h12 # [h1 , h2], h23 # [h2 , h3], h34 # [h3 , h4],
h123 # [h12 , h23], h234 # [h23 , h34] and h0 # [h123 , h234] such that
M$h(h12 , a0)=M$h(h23 , a0)=M$h(h34 , a0)=0,
M"h(h123 , a0)=M"h(h234 , a0)=Mh$$$(h0 , a0)=0.
On the other hand, by Theorem 2.4(2) and (3) we should have h0h123
>Z11 , and hence Mh$$$(h0 , a0)<0, a contradiction.
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Now we suppose K$Z(Z, a0) is not nonnegative on [Z1* , Z*). Then by
condition (iii) it has 3 zeros Z01<Z02<Z03 on (0, Z*). In this case, by
Theorem 2.4 again a contradiction takes place also in the same way as
above. Then the conclusion (2) follows.
Now it is clear that the above proof implies the first conclusion. This
completes the proof.
3. APPLICATIONS
In this section we first use Theorem 2.1 to discuss the uniqueness of zeros
for the first order Melnikov function of certain systems appeared in
codimension two bifurcations which were studied by other authors. Then
we use Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 to discuss the existence of at most two or
three zeros for the first order Melnikov function of some Lienard systems
and obtain new results.
First, consider (Bogdanov [2], Carr [3], Sanders and Cushman [17],
etc.)
x* = y,
y* =&x(1+x)&=y(a+bx)+=2Q(x, y, =, a),
where b>0 is a constant, a # R is a parameter, and Q # C. The above
system is equivalent to
x* = y&=(ax+ 12 bx
2),
(3.1)
y* =&x(1+x)+=2Q0(x, y, =, a).
Let f (x)=a+bx, g(x)=x(1+x). It is easy to show that if 0<ab then
( fg)$=
&1
g2
[a+2ax+bx2]<0 for x # (&1, +), x{0.
Also, for (3.1) the equations F(x)=F( y), G(x)=G( y) become
a+
b
2
(x+ y)=0,
1
2
(x+ y)+
1
3
(x2+xy+ y2)=0
which have no solutions on the region &1< y<0<x if a0 or a>b.
Then by Theorem 2.1, the first order Melnikov function of (3.1) has at
most one zero on the interval (0, 16) for all a # R.
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Second, consider (see Carr [3])
x* = y,
(3.2)
y* =&x(x2&1)&=y(a+bx2)+=2Q(x, y, =, a),
where b>0 and Q # C with Q(&x, &y, =, a)=&Q(x, y, =, a). In this
case, we have
f (x)=a+bx2, F(x)=ax+
b
3
x3, g(x)=x(x2&1).
Let Lrh (or L
l
h) denote the closed curve defined by the equation y
22+x44
&x22=h for &14<h<0 in the region x>0 (or x<0). By Wang and
Luo [19] we know that for each a # R either the equations F(x)=F( y),
G(x)=G( y) have no solutions on the region 0<| y|<1<|x| or ( fg)$<0
for |x|{0, 1. Hence, Theorem 2.1 implies that the Melnikov functions of (3.2)
Mj (h, a)=
Ljh
F dy, j=r, l
have at most one zero on the interval (&14, 0).
In a similar manner, Theorem 2.1 implies that the function M(h, a) for
the systems (Carr [3])
x* = y,
y* =&x(1+(&1) i x2)&=y(a+bx2)+=2Q(x, y, =, a),
where b>0, i=0, 1, has at most one zero on the interval (0, +) (for
i=0) or (0, 14) (for i=1).
Next, consider
x* = yn(1+Ny2)&= _x5+ :
4
i=1
aixi& ,
(3.3)
y* =&x(1+bx2),
where n1 is odd and N0, b0. We can prove
Proposition 3.1. The first order Melnikov fucntion M(h, a) of (3.3) has
at most 2 zeros on the interval (0, +).
Proof. For (3.3) we have p( y)= yn(1+Ny2). It is direct that
p$( y)>0, w$( y)=&
y2n&2
p4( y)
[N1+N2 y2+N3 y4]<0 (3.4)
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for y{0, where
N1=n(2n+1), N2=2N(n2+5n&1), N3=N2(2n2+9n+10).
Also, since g is odd, we know that x1(Z)=&x2(Z ). Hence,
K(Z )=2x1(x41+a3x
2
1+a1), K$=
2,1(x21)
g(x1)
, K"=
2,2(x21)
g3(x1)
,
where
,1(v)=5v2+3a3v+a1 ,
,2(v)=5bv3+3(5&a3b) v2+3(a3&a1b) v&a1 .
If a10, then ,1 has at most one positive zero. If a1>0 and either
a23&4a1<0 or a30 then K(Z )>0 for all Z>0. Hence, in these cases the
conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. In the following we suppose a1>0,
a23&4a10 and a3<0 and verify that the conditions of Theorem 2.2 are
satisfied. Let Z02>0 satisfy
[x1(Z02)]2= 110 [&3a3+- 9a23&20a1 ]#v0 . (3.5)
We need only to show K">0 for Z>Z02 or equivalently, ,2(v)>0 for
v>v0 . Note that v0 satisfies
v30=&
3
5 a3v
2
0&
1
5 a1 v0 , &a1=5v
2
0+3a3v0 .
Using these two equalities and (3.5) as well we get
,2(v0)=(15&6a3b) v20+(3a3&4a1 b) v0&a1
=2v0[(10&3a3 b) v0+3a3&2a1b]
=
v0
5
[- 9a23&20a1 (10&3a3b)+b(9a23&20a1)]
>0 (3.6)
since b0, a3<0 and 9a23&20a1)>0. If a3&a1b0, then ,$2(v)>0 for all
v>0, which yields ,2(v),2(v0)>0 for all vv0 . If a3&a1b<0, then
,2(0)<0, ,$2(0)<0. It implies that ,"2(v)>0, ,$2(v)>0 whenever ,2(v)0
since ,2 is a polynomial of degree 2 or 3. Hence, by (3.6) we have ,$2(v)
,$2(v0)>0 for vv0 , which gives ,2(v)>0 for vv0 . Therefore, the conclu-
sion follows from Theorem 2.3. The proof is completed.
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Finally, we consider
x* = yn(1+Ny2)&= _x7+ :
6
i=1
a ixi& ,
(3.7)
y* =&x,
where n1 is odd and N0.
Proposition 3.2. The first order Melnikov fucntion M(h, a) of (3.7) has
at most 3 zeros on the interval (0, +).
Proof. By (3.4) we further have
W$( y)=
N4+N5 y2+N6 y4+(3n+8) NN3 y6
y3n+3(1+Ny2)6
>0
for y{0, where
N4=(3n+2) N1 ,
N5=3nN2+(3n+12) NN1 ,
N6=(3n&2) N3+(3n+10) NN2 .
For (3.7) we have x1(Z)=&x2(Z )=- 2Z. Therefore,
K(Z )=2x1(8Z 3+4a5Z 2+2a3Z+a1).
We have to consider four cases corresponding to the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3
of zeros of K$(Z ) for Z>0. The cases with 0 or 1 zero are covered by
Theorem 2.1.
Let K$ have two zeros. After normalization we can assume that
K$(Z )=CZ &12(Z+a)(Z&b)(Z&1), &a0b1,
where C is a positive constant. Then K"=(C2) Z &32,(Z ) where
,(Z )=&ab&(ab+a&b) Z+3(a&b&1) Z 2+5Z 3.
If we show that K">0 for Z>1, then the assumption (ii) of Theorem 2.2
would hold. We have ,(1)=2(1&b)(1+a)0, ,$(1)=(9&5b)+a(5&b)
>0 and ,"(1)=6[a+(4&b)]>0. Because ," is linear, we have ,"(Z ),
,$(Z ), ,(Z )>0 for Z>1.
Let K$ have three positive zeros. Note that K$(Z ) can be written in the
form
K$(Z )=c0Z &12+c1Z 12+c2Z 32+c3Z 52, c3>0.
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We look for zeros of K (i ) for Z>0. Because each of these functions
(derivatives) is a sum of four monomials, we can apply the Descartes rule.
It says that the number of positive zeros is bounded from above by the
number of sign changes in the series of coefficients before the monomials.
Thus there are three sign changes in the series c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 . But then
there are two corresponding sign changes in the expansion of K" and only
one sign change in the expansion for K$$$. So, K" has two zeros and K$$$ has
only one zero and the conditions of Theorem 2.4 hold. The proof is
completed.
Remark 3.1. If p( y)=e y&1, then
w$( y)=&
e y
p4( y)
(1+2e y)<0,
W$( y)=
e y
p6( y)
(1+8e y+6e2y)>0
for y{0. Hence, the conclusion of Proposition 3.1 or 3.2 keeps true for the
system
x* =e y&1&= _x5+ :
4
i=1
ai xi& ,
y* =&x(1+bx2)
or
x* =e y&1&= _x7+ :
6
i=1
ai xi& ,
y* =&x.
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